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Ansrnect

Some optical, chemical and *-ray studies have been made on several chromium micas

(fuchsite and mariposite) of the type associated with many pre-cambrian gold deposits.

A study of available analyses of fuchsite, including a new one by Whitmore yieldd the

following chemical formula:

(K,Na,Ca)a. or(Al,Mg,Cr,Fe"',Fe") r. er(Alr,Sirz)Oas. or(OH) e.tt,

which closely approaches the accepted muscovite formula, Kdle(Al,Sia)rOa6(OH)5, repre-

senting the ideal unit cell content. In fuchsite Cr replaces Al up to 4.8lVo Cr1OB, cofie'

sponding closely to 1 atom of chromium per unit cell. Optical properties of fuchsite show

the following variation: a= 1.559 to 1.569, 0:1'593 to 1.604, z:1'597 tol'6ll;2Y 30"-46",

indices increasing with increase in chromium. X-ray studies confirm the structural identity

of fuchsite with muscovite. The varietal name chromian muscotiteis preferred to the name

Juchsite.
Available analyses of mariposite show a decidedly lower content of CrzOa and AlzOa

and higher sioz. The highest observed chromium content iso.78/s crzOg. The aluminum-

silicon ratio in tetrahedral groups is between 2:l4and.1:15, compaped with a ratio of 4:12

in fuchsite and muscovite. Published optical data show mariposite with higher indices than

fuchsite and2YO"-14",X-ray studies have not yet established the structural type of mica

to which it belongs, but it is tentatively classed as chromian phengite.

Consideration is given to the association of these micas with hydrothermal carbonate

zones and quartz-sulfide gold deposits.

InrronucrroN

Chrome micas, classed variously as fuchsite, mariposite' and chro-

miferous muscovite are of wide distribution throughout gold-bearing dis-

tricts of the canadian shield and have been noted in many other axeas

throughout the world. Because of their rather intimate association lsith

ferruginous carbonate alteration zones and auriferous quattz veins' par-

ticularly in Canada, adjoining what have been recognized in recent years

as prominent faults, a detailed investigation of this series of micas ap-

pears amply warranted.

1 Part of this investigation was carried out by D. R. E. Whitmore aided by a bursary
from the National Research Council, Canada, 1940.
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Problems related to these brilliant green minerals are of two types.
Mineralogically there is the question of their exact identity and place in
the mica family, and their variations chemically and optically. Geologi-
cally it is of interest to inquire into the conditions of their formation and
their source and place in the sequence of ore and gangue minerars with
which they are associated.

Cuan-qcrnn ol IxvnsttcATroN AND Acrlrowr,oocMENTs

The present investigation has included r-ray, chemical and optical
studies of chromiferous micas. To Dr. charles palache of Harvard uni-
versity the writers are greatly indebted for an excellent set of museum
specimens representative of occurrences in california, Maine, vermont,
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, India, Russia, Silesia and the Tyrol. Grate-
ful acknowledgment is also made to H. S. Spence, Mines Branch, De-
partment of Mines and Resources, ottawa, for an excellent specimen of
fuchsite schist from Pointe du Bois, Manitoba, from which a pure con-
centrate was obtained of fuchsite which has been analyzed by whitmore.
rn addition many other specimens from Porcupine and Larder Lake dis-
tricts of ontario have been examined and a thin-section study made of
some from mines in these areas.

Due to the exceptionally fine-grained character of fuchsite and mari-
posite in most canadian samples and our inability to secure pure con-
centrates from these, several chemical studies planned were not com-
pleted. Lack also of good crystals or fragments of mariposite have
prevented any e-ray study of this mineral being made. There is obvious
need for additional analyses and x-ray study when coarser-grained ma-
terial is available.

x-ray studies were carried out with a cu-target tube and weissenberg
r-ray goniometer.

concentration of samples for analyses was effected both by careful
crushing and screening-to remove ankerite-and by the use of Thoulet
solution diluted to give specific gravities just above and below recorded
gravities of fuchsite, 2.88 and 2.82 respectively.

The chemical analysis on Pointe du Bois fuchsite, by Whitmore, em-
ployed Washington's (1930) standard pr,ocedure for the determination
of SiO2, FezOa, AlrOr, CaO, NazO and KzO. TiOz was determined gravi-
metrically using cupferron because of the considerable quantity present.
MgO was determined by a method described by Fales (lg21), while chro-
mium was determined colorimetrically according to a method described
by Groves (1937).

Minor constituents present in four fuchsites and in a number of ore
and gangue minerals associated with chrome mica in specimens from the
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Hollinger mine were determined using a Hilger E 316 spectrograph and
copper electrodes. Optical studies were carried out with monochromatic
light, in some cases using the double variation method of Emmons, and
op,tic angles were measured on a Zeiss universal stage. The limit of ac-
curacy of index determination was found to vary greatly with increasing
fineness of the mica flakes, and for very fine-grained material may be as
much as t .005.

RBvrew oF THE Lrrpnarunp

A bibliography on chrome micas is appended to this paper. Here only
the more important references need be mentioned in order to show some
of the ideas held with regard to their nomenclature. In many cases analy-
ses are given without any or adequate optical data, in others the latter
are available for unanalyzed material. fn much of the Canadian litera-
ture the mica is named without adequate chemical or optical data to
support it.

Fuchsite

The original fuchsite, named after the chemist J. H. von Fuchs, is
from Schwarzenstein in the Zillerthal. An analysis by Schafhautl, ap-
pearing in Dana (1882), shows over 5 per cent CrzOs. Five other analyses
of chrome micas from Belgium, Maryland, Aird Island, L. Huronl
Sysersk, Urals and Ouro Preto, are recorded in Dana (1892), the first
four of which have been used in this work. Others have appeared since
by Prior (1908), Partridge (1937) and Hutton (1940 and 1942).

The Crzos content of these ranges from 0.84 to 3.95 per cent. Wherry
(1916), notes that a fi-rchsite from Marble, Colorado, contains 6.08 per

cent CrzOs, the highest chromium content on record, but no optical data

are given.
Optical studies include those by Szadeczky-Kardoss (1937) and by

Partridge and Hutton on analysed materiiel. Szadeczky-Kardoss con-

cluded that fuchsite is a first grade mica, that the optical properties vary

with depth of colour and hence, presumably with the chromium content,
and that both relractive indices and birefringence increase with increas-
ing colour.

The only e-ray study of chrome-mica is one by Pauling (1930) made

casually on fuchsite (as a variety of muscovite), by oscillation and Laue
photographs.

Partridge (1936) reporting on chrome-mica from South Africa prefers

the term chrome-muscoaite to Juchsite. Odman (1938) favours mariposile
for a low Cr-mica, despite the fact that his material is identical optically
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with low Cr=fuchsites. Again, in 1940, Hutton suggests the term mar'i.-
Positebe abandoned (apparently only on the basis of its low Cr content)
and recommends the term chromi.Jerous lnuscoaite for those containing
l per cent Cr2O3andfuchsitetor those with more. There is thus very obvi-
ous need of a clear statement of the characteristics of these minerals.

Mari.posite

The type locality for mariposite is the Mariposa estate, in the southern
part of the Mother lode district in California, described by Silliman
(1868) and Turner (1895), and later by Knopf (1929). Analyses of this
material by Hillebrand (1900, in Turner, 1895) include a white non-
chromium-bearing mica and a green mariposite with 0. 18 per cent CrzOa.
fn these, as in alurgite, a manganiferous mica, as noted by Schaller2
(1916), a high SiOz:AlzO, ratio is characteristic. Winchell (1925) using
Hillebrand's analysis relates mariposite to high silica phengite and proto-
lithionite and considers the continuity of the series of heptaphylite micas
from muscovite to mariposite as established, in which case the chromium
content is merely incidental. Later Winchell (1927) modifies his concept
of the phengite molecule which is again revised by Volk (1939), but for
muscovites nol as siliceous as those used by Winchell.

Only one other analysis of mariposite by Moorehouse, described by
Moore (1936) appears in the literature. Optical data is confined to that
given by Knopf (1929) and Moorehouse.

fn considering the relation of the chrome micas to the family to which
they belong reference rhust be made to the work of Berman (1937), and
Hendricks and Jefferson (1939), whose concepts of the structure of the
micas have been followed in this paper.

fmportant papers dealing with the origin of chromiferous micas are
those of Cooke (1922) and Partridge (1937) while many other descrip-
tions of occurrences both in Canada and elsewhere give pertinent data
in this respect.

RBsurrs or InvBsrrcarroN

X-nav Srurv

The first and fundamental problem was to confirm the structural
identity of fuchsite with muscovite by r-ray analyses which were carried
out by L. G. Bbrry.

2 A correction in Schaller's quotation of the original analysis of alurgite (Penfield, 1893)
should be noted, since MnzOa content appears as Cr:Oa.
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Frcs. 1-3.-Rotation pho{ographs [010], with unfiltered Cu-radiation, the scale gives

millimetres on the film or degtees of d. Fig. 1.-Muscovite, lot 6, concession II, Mattawan

township, Nipissing District, Ontario (photograph by Ferguson (1943). Fig. 2.-Fuchsite,

Pfitsch, Ty'rol, HM 90948. Fig. 3.-Fuchsite, Pointe du Bois, Manitoba"
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Single crystal r-ray photographs, including rotation, zero and first
layer Weissenberg fiIms about b [010] on flakes of fuchsite from Pfitsch,
Tyrol (Harvard Museum Specimen 90948), and Pointe du Bois, Mani-
toba, establish these as belonging to the same two-layer, base-centered
monoclinic mica structure, characteristic of muscovite as determined by
Hendricks (1939).

The photographs are identical in position and intensity of diftractions
with similar photographs taken by Ferguson (1943) of muscovite from
Mattawan township, Ontario, which were kindly loaned for comparison
by Prof. M. A. Peacock, University of Toronto (Figs. 1 to 9).

Tasln 1. FucrrsrrB alro Muscovrrn: Cnr-r, Drunnsroxs lxo Specn Groul

t ^
I JDACe grOUD
I

Fuchsi.te
Pfitsch, Tyrol

HM 90948
Pointe du Bois,

Manitoba
Kerr Addison Mine,

Ontario
Pauling (1930)

Muscotire
Mattawan township,

Ferguson (1943)
North Carolina,

Ferguson (1943)

Jackson and West
(1e30)

Mauguin (1927)

5  . 20

9 . O 2

s . 1 9  A

5 . 1 9

5 . 2

8.ee A

9 . 0 3

8 . 9 7

8 . 9 9

C2/e

C2/c

9 . 0 25 . 2 1

9 .03

8 . 9 4

C2/c

C2/c

C2/c

C2/c

A similar series of photographs were taken of a flake of Cr-mica from
a Kerr Addison mine specimen, which peculiarly showed a small optic
angle (15'-20") but indices close to those of fuchsite (see Table 6). The
flake used consisted of a sub-parallel growth or possessed some internal
disorder, giving wavy extinction under crossed-nicols, and the resulting
t-ray photographs were very poor, but values deduced from these are
none the less comparable to those of fuchsite. Table 1 gives a comparison
of the cell dimensions of the a.bove micas with the previous determination
by Pauling and with other determinations on muscovite by Ferguson
(t943), Jackson and West (1930) and Mauguin (1927). All are in good
agreement.
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Frcs. 4, 6, 8.-Weissenberg resolution of the zero layer line (Z0l). Frcs. 5,7,9'-

weissenberg resolution of the first layer line (lz1l), all with unfiltered cu-radiation, same

scale as Figs. 1-3. Figs. 4, 5.-Muscovite, lot 6, concession II, Mattawan township, Nipis-

sing District, Ontario (photograph by Ferguson (1943)" Figs. 6, 7.-Fuchsite, Pfitsch,

Tytol, HM 90948. Frcs. 8, 9.-Fuchsite, Pointe du Bois, Manitoba.
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No samples of mariposite suitable f.or r-ray analysis have been avail-
able in the present study and none are on record by others.

CnBurcar, CouposrroN

Fuchsite from Pointe du Boise, Manitoba.
The new analysis of fuchsite from Pointe du Bois, Manitoba, by Whit-

more, is given in Table 2. TiOr determined on the sample amounted to
2.23 per cent, which has been deducted and the analysis recalculated,
since most if not all of it is to be accounted for by abundant fine prisms
and twins of a golden brown rutile intergrown in the fuchsite. Since the
colour of these inclusions is similar to that described by Partridge (1937)

Tl.srn2. Fucrsrrr lnou Ponqm ou Bors, M.lNnota: Ax.a.rvsrs alvn CBr_r_ CoNrcNr

Analysis (Whitmore)
SiOr .
A l : o 3 .  . . . . .
Fezor. .
Cr:Or. .
F e O . . . . . . .
M e o . . . . . .
C a O  . .
NazO. .
K r O . . .
HrO+.
H'O- '

45.97
31.67
2 . 5 6
4 . 8 1
0 .  5 3
0  . 3 1
0 .  1 5
1 . 0 3
9 . 0 7
3 .48
0 . 5 1

100.09

Cell content w'rth M:1628

N a . . . .  0 . s 4 1  3 . 7 2
K . . . . .  3 . r 4 )
o H . . . .  7 1 1 1
o .  . . . .  . . .  a o . s e l f f i ' l 0

Structural formula:
4[(K, Na, Ca)6 e3(Al, Ct,Fe"', Fe", Mg)2 o.(Ah.eeSi, rr)Oro.zr(OH)r :o]
fdeal formula of muscovite: 4[KAlr(AISL)Or0(OH, F)rl

for chromiferous rutile in fuchsite from Mashishimala, it is possible that
this rutile also contains some chromium in which case total CrzOs at-
tributed to the mica may be somewhat high. Spectroscopic analysis
showed the presence of titanium, zirconium, and germanium. Amounts
of all other constituents are comparable with those in other analyses,
particularly silica, alumina, ferric oxide and potash. The CrzOs content
is the highest of complete analyses on record.

The cell dimensions of this fuchsite, combined with the measured spe-
cific gravity, 2.88, give the cell content in Table 2, and the structural
formula. This compares closely with the ideal formula of muscovite, with
Cr taking the place of Al to the amount of 1 atom. The ratio of Al:Si
in tetrahedral coordination is close to 1:3, and the total number of oxy-
gen and hydroxyl ions is clearly 48.
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CoMpanrsoN or ANar,ysns

AII available analyses with the exception of one from the zilrefthal
(Dana) in which no water is l isted, have been reduced to atomic propor-
tions on the basis of (O, OH, F):4S and are presented in Table 3 for
comparison. These are arranged in order of increasing cr content which
varies from 0.06 to 1.03 atorns per unit cell, the equivalent of.a.27/6 to
n.A_t/o by weight. The average is given in the last column in which
Si512.0, Al (tetrahedral coordination) :4.9, Al, Cr, etc. (octahedral) :
7 .92,K,  Na,  etc .  :3 .64,  and (OH, F) :9.39,  a l l  agreeing wel l  wi th the
ideal structural formula of muscovite. Fuchsites covering this range of
composition are thus established as identical with muscovite.

Cnuurcar Couposrrrow ol MenrrostrB

The three available analyses of mariposite by Hillebrand (Turner,
1895) and Moorehouse (Moore, 1936) are given in Table 4, as calculated
in atomic proportions on the basis of (O, OH, F):43 atoms, and are
compared with similarly calculated analyses of alurgite (penfield, 1g93)
and fuchsite (Manitoba).

All mariposites show a low CrrO, content (0%-0.79% by weight) re_
sembling in this respect some of the low-chrome-fuchsites, but this is no
reason to eliminate the term mariposite, as suggested by Hutton (1940),
especially since the three analyses show a consistently low Al:si ratio
compared with fuchsite. rn mariposite the Al: Si ratio for atoms in terra-
hedral coordination is between 2:14 and 1:15 as against 4:12 infuchsite,
and as noted previously by winchell (192s) this feature appears charac-
teristic of mariposite and phengite. compared with either alurgite or the
phengite molecule, winchell (1927), mariposite is more siliceous than
both and differs still more in this respect from the revision suggested for
the phengite molecule by volk (1939) who obviously dealt with musco-
vites of a more normal silica content.

Though the layer structure of mariposite is unknown, the analyses
have been reduced to atomic proportions with (O*OH):4g atoms
(Table 4). The average structural formula can be expressed as follows:
Mariposite-

r[(K, Na, Ca,)t.oa(Al, Mg, Fe"', Fe", Cr, Ti)B e6(Al0 ossiz.rr)Oro ,(OH), l].

This formula in which r represents the unknown number of layers may
be compared with the structural formula of alurgite established as a
3-layer structure by Hendricks (1939) and with the ideal strucrural for-
mula of phengite.
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Tl,sr,a 4. M,lnrposrrr: ANlr,ysns Couplnrn wrrn Ar-uncrrr ervo Fucssrte, em Rn-
DucED To Arol,rrc PrororrroNs oN THE Besrs or O:48 Arous

SiOz
AIzOs
FerOr
CrzOa
MnzOa
FeO
MnO
Meo
CaO
NazO
KtO
HrO

25.62
0 .63
0 .  18

o .92

3 . 2 5
0 .07
0 . 1 7
9 . 2 9
4 .52

99 .953

56 .00
23 .52
3 .30
0  .78

0 . 5 1

2 . 1 2
0 . 3 7
2 . 7 2
7 .o3
? ( t

99.87

53.22
2 t . 1 9
1 . 2 2

0 . 8 7

0 . 1 8
6 .02

0 .34
1r.20
5 . 7 5

99.99

45.97
J l . o /

2 .56
4 .  81

0  .53

0 . 3 1
0 .  15
1 .03
9 .07
3 .99

100.09

Si
AI
Feu l

Cr
Mn"'
Fe"
Mn"
Mg
Ca
Na
K
OH
o

! and.2. Mariposite, Mariposa region, California; anal. Hillebrand (1900) (in Turner,

1895); lincl. TiO, 0.18, 'zincl. Ti 0.03, sincl. TiOz 0.18, aincl. Ti 0.03. 3. Ross Mine, Hislop

township, Ontario, anal. Moorehouse (in Moore, 1936).4. Alurgite, St. Marcel, Piedmont,

Italy; anal. Penfield (1893). 5. Fuchsite Pointe du Bois, Manitoba; anal. Whitmore.

Alurgite-

3[(K, Na)1 ez(AI Mg, Fe"', Mrr"', Mn")r.zr(Alo e2Si7.s2)Ors.ss(OH)u.*];

Phengite-

2 (?)[Kr(Al, Mg, Fe")a(Al, Siz) Ozo(OH, F)o].

The similarity of mariposite to both alurgite and phengite is thus
readily apparent. Since alurgite characteristicalJy contains manganese,
and has practically the same Al:Si ratio as phengite, it seems best to

12.43)  16 .00
10.0e1
0 .s21
1 . 0 3 1
-  |  s . s t
o.r2l
- t
o.r2)
0.041
o . s 4 f  3 . 7 0
3. r2 )

-l l?)* *

56.79
25 .1 r
0 .63

0 .92

3 . 2 9
0 .07
0 . 1 7
8 .92
4 . 7 2

100 .801
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restrict this term to manganiferous phengites, and to regard mariposite
essentially as a chromiferous phengite. Further comparison must await
determination of the layer structure, but in the meantime we have no
reason to disagree with winchell (1925) in his statement that "the conti-
nuity of the series from muscovite to mariposite can no longer be ques-
tioned."

Oprrc.q-r, Pnoppnrrps

Fuchsite

In Table 5 the important optical properties of twelve specimens of
fuchsite are arranged in order of increasing crzos content. Data on seven
other samples, the CrzOa content of which is not known, are also included.
All are optically negative, with the optic plane I (010) as far as deter.
mined. fndices of refraction range from 1.559 for a to 1.6115 for 7. The
average I for 12 analyzed specimens is 1.598.

In general the indices rise with increasing tenor of CrrOs. Birefringence
is very strong, 0.03.5-0.042, and affords a ready method of distinguishing
these micas from similarly coloured chlorites. Optic angle (2V) determi-
nations show a range from 32o-46" with an average value of 36o. Absorp-
tion formula : X <Y <Z; Pleochroism is noted by some authors as very
distinctive, with

a:robin's egg blue

i : nilix;.rif 
owish green

In thick flakes dispersion is distinct with r)rr.
Examination of material from the Hollinger and Mcfntyre Mines, Por-

cupine District, Ontario, and from Plymouth, Vermont (HM 90940),
shows that green micas of two types are present-one with a small optic
angle, another with a larger 2V, chara"cteristic of fuchsite. As noted above
the green mica from the Kerr Addison Mine also shows a small optic
angle though r-ray analysis suggests it is similar to fuchsite. AII of these
micas with small 2V show wavy extinction and either consist of sub-
parallel aggregates or have a somewhat disordered structure, possibly
due to shearing movements. As shown in Table 6 indices of refraction
are similar to those of fuchsite rather than mariposite, and it seems
best to classify them as fuchsites, until such time as analyses show their
true chemical character. Thus, while an appreciable optic angle (36') is
diagnostic of fuchsite, a smaller optic angle (<20") does not necessarily
establish a chrome-mica as mariposite.
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Tasln 5. Fucnsrrr: Oprrcar Propnnrrns

13

No. and Locality

1. Westland, N. Z.
Hutton (1940)

2 Belgium
Klement (1888)

3 Mashishimala, S. A.
Partridge (1937)

4 New Consort Mine,
S. A Partridge (1937)

5 Binnenthal,
Switzerland

6 Montgomery Co., Md.
Gill (18ee)

7 Aird Is., L. Huron
Chester (1887)

8 Sysersk, Urals
Damour (1882)

9 Zillerthal, Austria
HM 11568, Whitmore

10 Zillerthal, Austria
HM 90949, Hawley

11 Otago, N. Z.
Hutton (1942)

12 Pointe du Bois,
Manitoba

13 Credo Porcupine
Ontario, Whitmore

14 Trabau, Silesia
HM 90947, Whitnore

15 Brunswick, Maine
HM 11572, Whitmore

16 Plymouth, Vermont
HM 90940, Whitnore

17 Pfitsch, Tyrol
HM 90948, Whitmore

18 Reudek, Hungary
Szad-Kardoss

19 Velem, Hungary
Szad-Kardoss

Unanalyzed roterials

p

1 .5930

l"
o . 2 7

0 . 8 4

0 . 8 5

tr.

0 8 7

2 . 0 3

3 0 9

3  . 5 1

(3 es)

4 . 6 0

4 . 8 1

G. :2  821

G.:2 819

t >! strong,
X < Y < Z

680 Na
71" Li

67o gr.
690 yel.
72o red..
530

r > t
G.  =2  88

1 . 6 0 8

1 .606

1 . 6 1  1 5

1 .603

630

56

6 1

54

59

380

34

35

33

36

30-
38

M ariposite

Optical data available on mariposites and determined on two new spec-
imens are given in Table 7. One specimen from California is described by
Knopf (1929) as uniaxial. That from Washington, noted by Larsen
(1934),2V :40", is exceptional compared with values of 12"-14" for mari-

.o37

.o42

.038
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Tanr,n 6, Uxcrnrur.r Cr-Mrcas wrrrt Suer,r, Oprrc Arlcr,Bs nur Ixorcrs or Fucusrrr

Locality Biref.

1. Hollinger Mine,
Ontario

2. Plymouth, Vermont
HM 90940

3. Kerr Addison Mine,
Ontario

.035

.031

.040

posites from the Rawhide and Hollinger mines. While some of the indices
for mariposites overlap those of high-Cr fuchsites, they are somewhat
greater than for fuchsites of comparable tenor of Cr2Os, and in some cases
even exceed those with large amounts. Colour is described by Knopf as
emerald green for some samples, apple green for others and white for one
sample which lacks any CrzOa. Mariposite from the Rawhide Mine (HM
8691 1) shows X: deep blue green, and Y : Z paler green. Dispersion has
not been determined. In view of the discovery that some apparent fuch-
sites, listed in Table 6, have also small optic angles, and since the dif-
ferences in indices of refraction of fuchsites and mariposites are slight, it
is apparent that the optical distinction of mariposite, particularly when
very fine grained, must be made with considerable care.

Tasrn 7. Menrposrr-E: Oprrcer, Pnopnnrrns

Indices

I
2
3

No. and Locality

Mother Lode, Cal.
Mother Lode, Cal.
Mother Lode, Cal.

4 Rawhide Mine, Cal.
HM86911

5 Ross Mine, Ont.

6 Washington
7 Hoilinger Mines

%
CrzOs

nil
0 . 1 8

+test

Author

Knopf (1929)

Knopf (1924)

includes
Rawhide Mine
Hawley

Moorehouse in
Moore (1936)

Larsen (1934)

Whitmore

0
(28:36")

L Z

very
small
400
1 1 .

1  . 5 6
to

1  .58
l .f test

0  . 7 8

f test r . 6 l .033
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Suuuanv

By means oI *-ray, chemical, and optical studies fuchsites with a

range in composition ol 0.27/6-4.81%o CrzOs are identified as chromif-

erous muscovites, for which the varietal term chromian muscotti,te is pre-

ferred to Juchsite. Well formed flakes give an average 2V:36" and an

average p:1.598. Finer grained material, either sub-parallel growths or

strained crystals show smaller 2V ((20') but indices of other fuchsites.

Mariposite, apparently less plentiful, and less well studied, conforms,

chemically with phengite and is regarded as a chromilerous variety of

this mica. With one exception 2V is always small while indices are higher

than for fuchsites of similar CrzOs content, and in some cases are even

higher than for CrrOrrich fuchsites. Considerable care is thus needed in

distinguishing it with certainty.

OccunnBNcn axo OntclN oF CHRoME-Mrc.qs

OccunnpNcn aNr AssocrartoN

As far as can be determined, chrome-micas, much like sericite, have

invariably been formed either by metasomatic processes or deposited di-

rectly with other minerals in veins. Minerals associated with them sug-

gest they were formed under conditions ranging from moderate to fairly

high temperatures and pressures, and give rise to a tentative three-fold

classification, in all of which fine rutile is commonly present.

1. With ankerite, quartz, sulfides and gold.

2. With biotite and actinolite.

3. With corundum, biotite, cyanite.

Of these the first association is by far the most common' and is that

which prevails in the numerous deposits throughout the Ontario and

Quebec portions of the Canadian pre-Cambrian shield, as well as in the

Mother Lode district of California, and in Western Australia. In the

first area either fuchsite or mariposite may be present but nowhere is

there record of both being found together in a single specimen, nor do

descriptions of occurrence indicate any reason for the one forming in

preference to the other.

T y p e 1 . A nk er i. t e- qu ar t z- s ulf i d e - gol d' a s s o c i' ati' o n

The most notable occurrences of chrome-micas in Canada are in the

Larder Lake and Porcupirie Districts of Ontario, described by Wilson
(1909), Cooke (1922) and Burrows (1915 and 1924). Others have been

noted by Thomson (1935) in Lake of the Woods district, Ontario, by

15
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Hawley (1929) in the Rainy River District, and by several authors along
faults zones to the east of Larder Lake in Quebec. Other outstanding
deposits of this type are in the southern part of the Mother Lode Deposit
(mariposite, Knopf 1929), and in Western Australia (fuchsite, Simpson
1e3s).

In all of these the mica is developed in rusty weathering carbonatized
and pyritized zones which replace a great variety of rocks, most of which
have been previously rendered more or less schistose. In some, the
chrome-mica carbonate zones appear to have suffered further shearing
and in all cases quartz stock works penetrate the zones, in a highly irregu-
lar manner.

In recent years such zones have come to be regarded as marking either
large fault zones or their close proximity, east and west of Kirkland Lake,
Ontario, aqd in adjacent parts of northwestern Quebec.

Rock types so replaced consist of various schists, lavas, commonly
andesitic to basaltic; tufis and agglomerates; sediments, including con-
glomerate, quartzite, greywacke, and slate, and intrusives particularly
siliceous quartz porphyries as in the Porcupine District, diorite porphyry,
and even pegmatitic dykes as at Larder Lake and Pointe du Bois, Mani-
toba. Three occurrences have been noted in peridotites or serpentinized
ultrabasic intrusions, namely fuchsite (?) in Deloro Twp., Ontario (Bur-
rows, 1915), mariposite in a section of the Mother Lode deposit, Cali-
fornia (KnopI, 1929) where its distribution is restricted to that part of
the lode occurring in serpentine, and fuchsite in pyritiferous quartz
cutting peridotite at L. Saganaga, Ontario (Whitmore). All descriptions
are unanimous in ascribing a replacement or hydrothermal origin to the
mica.

Detailed studies of the paragenesis of such deposits, as might be ex-
pected from their complex history and as detailed closely by Cooke
(1922), show a somewhat variable position for chrome micas. At Larder
Lake, Cooke notes that dolomite is cut by numerous fractures which are
filled in many places by quaftz, calcite or other carbonates, and locally
with albite. Along these veins the dolomite is altered or replaced by
fuchsite which gradually fades into gray dolomite away from the vein.
The veins themselves where they narrow down to a hair-line are filled
with fuchsite. From his studies Cooke concludes there was a progressive
change in the carbonate-rich solutions, with a decrease first in Mg and Fe
and later of Ca, with an increase in SiOz, Cr, and sulfur.

Examination of gold-bearing specimens from the Hollinger and Mc-
Intyre mines by Whitmore show chrome-mica intergrown with ankerite
as a fine felt. It replaces the carbonate, rounded remnants of which are
left. Though pyrite in many schistose specimens appears to replace
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chrome-mica as it does other schistose minerals, veinlets containing mar-

iposite, some containing gold, some containing both minerals occur cut'

ting quartz. Relations between gold and mariposite are conflicting and

suggest overlapping or contemporaneity. In a number of instances gold

occurs on small spurs jutting out from and is interrupted by veins of

mariposite. In other cases veins of gold cut squarely across others of

mariposite.
Specimens from the Credo Porcupine (Arcadia) Mine indicate early

quartz was much fractured and replaced by a series of carbonate veinlets,

and fuchsite was introduced after ferruginous carbonates but before Iater

quartz-calcite veins which cut the mica. This suggests that Cr was being

carried contemporaneously with iron and magnesium in COz-rich vein

fluids and when deposition of iron either as carbonates or pyrite was

completed, so was that of Cr.
On the other hand Moore (1936) notes that at the Ross Mine mari-

posite was formed at an early stage in the mineralization and is cut by

stringers oI quartz and ankerite and is impregnated with auriferous py-

rite. At Pointe du Bois, Manitoba, Spence (1930) described mica schist

as replaced by fuchsite and cut by later quartz-carbonate veins, while

in the Mother Lode deposits of California Knopf indicates that the

mariposite-ankerite masses are traversed by a network of veinlets of

coarse, milky quartz.
That chromium was present in the hydrothermal solutions responsible

for these complex replacement deposits during the deposition of many,

if not most, of the minerals is supported by spectrographic examination

of ore and gangue minerals from the Hollinger mine. Samples of ankerite,

qtrartz, scheelite, chalcopyrite, gold and petzite from specimens in which

no chrome-mica was visible, were tested, and aII but the telluride yielded

traces of chromium. Though the possibility of natural contamination

cannot be denied, the results are certainly suggestive.

Type 2. Fuchsite uith biotite or actinolite

This type is represented solely by three fuchsite specimens from the

Zillerthal, Tyrol, HM 11568, 909+9,86918. The first consists of fine-

grained, brilliant green fuchsite which forms a groundmass for randomly

oriented books of biotite with a diameter of about 5 mm. The second is

intergrown with both biotite and actinolite, and the third with biotite

and quartz. other specimens from the Tyrol contain fuchsite in dolomite

resembling Type 1, but those with biotite or actinolite cannot but indi-

cate somewhat higher conditions of temperature and pressure than likely

existed during the development of the carbonate type' Unfortunately

further information on these is not available to the writers.
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.,It is possible that an occurrence at the Boliden Deposit, Sweden,
(Odman, 1941) belongs to this t1pe. Here the green mica surrounds a
lamprophyric dyke, in narrow zones, which become prominent as the
dyke peters out. Where the dyke ends the green mica "follows on as an
independent dyke for several meters.,'

Type 3. Fuchsite uith corund.um and, cyanite

Two occurrences of fuchsite have been described with associated co-
ruhdum and one with corundum and cyanite. Hutton (1940) describes
fuchsite as bright green scales in corundum-bearing schist from Whit-
combe Valley, Mikonui, Westland New Zealand. In the northeastern
Transvaal, Partridge (1937) describes fuchsite from Mashishimala as
surrounding rudely lenticular bodies of corundum-bearing rock in horn-
blendite near its contact with granite. The mica is intergrown in various
to equal proportions with cyanite, rutile, ruby corundum, biotite and
plagioclase. The reddish brown rutile shows spectroscopic traces of Cr.
Though in neither case is a detailed paragenesis available, these associ-
ations of fuchsite suggest its formation under still higher temperature
and pressure conditions than in types 1 and 2.

GrmBsrs

As a product of hydrothermal metasomatism and possibly also as a
true vein mineral, chrome mica may obviously owe some of its constitu-
ents to the original rocks which it replaces or in which it is found as vein
fillings. On the other hand, keeping in mind the great variety of rock
types in which it occurs, and the fact that no clear cut case of pseudo-
morphism, as of sericite after feldspar, has been cited, it is possible that
most of its constituents and particularly the chromium, have had their
origin in solutions derived from some magmatic source. Since only the
chromium is at all distinctive we may consider the views held with re-
spect to it.

Chromi.um d.eriaed from replaceil rocks

As indicated above only three cases have been found where chrome-
micas occur in ultrabasic rocks or their serpentinized equivalents. The
close spatial relations of mariposite in the Mother Lode, and of fuchsite
in one example in the Porcupine District, led Knopf and Burrows, re-
spectively, to the inference that the chromium had its origin in these
rocks, and it would obviously be difficult to prove otherwise. We may
note however, that arguments by Sampson (1929) and Ross (1929) point
to the fact that chromium in chromite of ultrabasic intrusives is not
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always indigenous in such rocks and may have been introduced as late

chromite by hydrothermal solutions.

Chromium d,erfued. from magmati.c solutions

The great majority of occurrences of chrome-micas suggest strongly
a deriviation in part from hydrothermal solutions arising from magmas.
In only one case of this type cited by Hutton (1942), is fuchsite con-
sidered the result of "chromium metasomatism of quartz-feldspathic
schists by emanations from deep-seated ultrabasic intrusives." One ex-

ample has already been noted (Odman) where chrome mica is closely
related to a lamprophyre dyke but the mineralization at Boliden is at-
tributed to the Revsund granite outcropping south of the mine. In all

others the solutions are attributed to cooling siliceous magmas ranging
from pegmatite quartz-porphyry to granite.

Two occurrences in S. E. Manitoba show fuchsite associated with peg-

matite. According to Stanton3 fuchsite occurs in pegmatite zones in the
granite near the Poundmaker vein which is also reported to contain
chrome mica. The Pointe du Bois fuchsite is developed in mica schist

along a pegmatite dyke and has associated with it chromite, some quartz

and dark red rutile.
In the Larder Lake district Cooke (1922) has noted spatial relations

between the chrome-mica-carbonate alteration and pegmatitic dykes
(McGarry Twp.) and quartzporphyry (McVittie T*p.), and in the latter

case considers the presence of carbonates in a replaced fragment of coun-

try rock within a dyke, evidence that the solutions came from the dyke

itself. After noting the absence of this alteration adjacent to red syenite

porphyries, syenite and diorite of the Kirkland Lake district, he con-

cludes that wet magmas of the type supplying pegmatite, quartz por-

phyry and abundant quartz veins were the source. Jenny (1941) at the

Omega mine in this district, attributes the solutions which caused the

carbonate alteration to the same magma that produced the intrusives

other than granite, and that they were introduced soon after the peg-

matites.
In the Porcupine district, while many such carbonate zones appear

spatially related to intrusive quartz-porphyries, some of the porphyry

bodies themselves have been extensively carbonated, as at Preston East

Dome Mines, and locally chrome micas are developed in or adjacent to

them. The alteration is thus clearly later than some of the porphyries of

this district, but since Gustafson (1945) has indicated at least two and

possibly three ages of porphyry in the district it is perhaps premature

3 Stanton. M. S., Personal communication.
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to say that the alteration is younger than all of them. As indicated in
the study of the Hollinger ores, a good case may be made for a direct
relation between the ore-bearing solutions and the earlier or contempo-
raneous deposition of ankerite and chrome-mica, whatever their source.
Viewing the complex alterations and mineralizationof the area as a whole,
there is no reason to depart from the orthodox view that the source lay
in some cooling siliceous magma at depth.

It is to Partridge (1937) that we are indebted for a method of attack
on the source rocks of the chrome micas (and ores which may be associ-
ated) as well as for an excellent case of their relation to granite intrusives.
In both the Mashishimala and New Consort Mine occurrences of chrome
mica he notes the close relation to granite contacts. Spectroscopic ex-
amination of the various minerals in many granite occurrences through-
out north and northeastern Transvaal has shown traces of Cr in all.

Accordingly it may be concluded that, while locally chromiferous ultra-
basic rocks may contribute Cr to the formation of chrome micas, the
great majority of cases favour its derivation, as well as that of associated
ore minerals, from a siliceous magmatic source. A careful spectroscopic
study of the constituents of nearby acidic intrusives may aid in relating
these minerals to their actual source. Such a study should be of consider-
able benefit where porphyries and granites of difierent ages may be pres-
ent.
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